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End Game...Water Wars
One of the last movies I saw on the big screen

was Quantum of Solace, the James Bond film
starring Daniel Craig. As I settled into my seat, I
smiled thinking for the next couple
of hours I could take a break from
whistleblowing and dealing with
environmental injustices. As the
movie started out, it became
increasingly apparent that the pot
o’gold that the bad guys were
killing for was, of all things, water.

My hot buttered popcorn and
Pepsi went nearly everywhere as
my body jerked involuntarily once
it dawned on me that once again,
the Universe was giving me a not
so subtle reminder that ‘no, it’s not
my imagination, yes, there is a fierce war going on
globally over our most precious natural resource.’

For those readers and followers out there, it’s no
secret that people refer to me as the ‘Forest Gump
of the Environment.’ Just about every step of my
journey, I seem to step in a big pile of scat. Real
estate Ponzi schemes leading to water and sewer

infrastructure issues and ridiculous impact fees
leading to questionable policies, bad politicians and
public servants to toxic water.

Over the last several years, my thoughts have gone
back to me sitting there riveted in the movie theater
watching an international water war being played out
Hollywood-style and the hard cold realization this
scenario was playing out right here in my very own
backyard. The eastern United States has been known
to have an abundance of fresh potable water, unlike
the western US coast. But now water is the new oil

or new gold.
The powers-that-be all got

together to pitch various parts of
North Carolina to the rest of the
world as ‘the best place to work,
live, play, etc’ as per the best and
most expedient methods of
themselves benefitting one way or
another from people moving into
the area. Two aspects that are
paramount in development is
considering water availability and
carrying capacity (which includes
sewer service). When it comes to

numbers, that’s where the real fun begins.
Water is the one thing that man must have in order

to ensure his survival. And whoever controls the
water, controls the People.

Look at these logos of companies below. One is
one of NC’s largest commercial users of water to
the tune of 70+ million gallons per day. The PCS

Water Wars cont. next pg

is committed to all types of waterfront activities for all sportsmen, enthusiasts, and
conservationists. As our populations increase, all water sources are threatened. A moder-
ate balance is needed in ensure that policies are created to be inclusive and not exclusive.

There are strong movements by extreme environmentalists on one side and overdevelopment on the other.
They join forces to create an overabundance of policies that fuels an elitist, overcomplicated, impossible to
administer, environmentalist development machine with overpriced engineering. This combination is slowly
pricing many people out of the recreation equation.

We are committed to protecting water quality and promoting quality of life by moderate environmental
policies that will support water activities and enable use and access to all sportsman and enthusiasts.

We feel that this commitment by Waterfront Sportsman will serve as a unifying presence in the outdoor
marketplace. Our commitment will merge a broad array of waterfront interests and serve to educate the general
public as to the importance of working with our environment.

Waterfront
Sportsman
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Water Wars continued ____________________

Phosphate mine was originally a Texas Gulf asset
and then sold to Potash, a Canadian mining company
where their US headquarters are located in Chicago.
In the very first printed publication of Waterfront
Sportsman, I wrote about how NC’s drought was
obviously not a problem for their company’s
operations.

The other two companies are private utilities
selling water. Aqua has problems with many of their
customers railing against their rates and then a
whole other set of problems with people who are
not their customers yet are experiencing problems
with their own private wells due to how much this
private utility is drawing down (or rather up) from
their wells depleting the water tables.

Let’s go back and look at how two of these
companies, PCS Phosphate and Eagle Water, are
intertwined. PCS draws down several millions of
gallons each day for their operations. Eagle Water
has a deal in place with PCS Phosphate to take water
used in their operations and supply municipalities
with that water.

Of course, there is a price to be paid.
For those home owners on private wells, this

presents a problem. While the groundwater tables
are being lowered by the phosphate mine’s huge
draw down of water, that means wells are drying up

“Our first water supply project has
secured exclusive access to 58 million
gallons per day of high-quality ground-
water from a source in eastern North
Carolina.  This water comes from the
artesian Castle Hayne Aquifer, a thick
limestone deposit that readily provides
several thousand gallons per minute to
individual water wells.

Our exclusive access to this water supply
is provided by both a permit with the
North Carolina Division of Water
Resources and our contract with PCS
Phosphate. PCS operates a surface
open-pit mining operation to extract
phosphate-bearing sands that lie above
the Castle Hayne formation.  An integral
part of the mining operation is the use of
multiple high capacity wells to relieve
the artesian pressure on the floor of the
areas being mined.

Both our contract with PCS and our
permit with the Division of Water
Resources have been structured to assure
our water customers of a perpetual
supply of high quality drinking water.”

and people are faced with the decision of having to
have a deeper well dug at their expense. After talking
with a down east well driller, business has been real
good for him.

Some people might opt to tap onto the municipal
system if that option is available to them but of
course that translates to a water bill each month.
This will cause great hardship amongst all those
residents living on a limited or fixed income.

North Carolina has suffered from varying degrees
of drought over the last several years but what
compounds the problem of scarcity of water has
been the growing number of businesses that need
an enormous amount of water for their operations,
such as mining (extraction) industries. Due to the

Water Wars cont. pg 8
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Don’t Let the Screen Door Hit You on the Way Out
My cell phone rang and I was told that there was

a news crawl on one of Raleigh’s local news stations
and it broke the story that Gov. Bev Perdue had
decided to not seek re election as the Governor of
North Carolina.

I fixed another cup of coffee and sat back to see
the noon news cast on WRAL. Since I am a member
of the alternative media (due to mainstream media
not reporting on the issues that I was uncovering on
a near daily basis and having to start my own internet
publication), I was looking for clues as to how this
particular development was affecting the news
scrambling to get the story out.

It was quickly apparent that this sudden news had
taken almost everyone by surprise.

Except me.
As a lot of political followers and voters already

know, Bev had some issues that were obstacles to
her seeking re election but nothing that wasn’t
navigable by a seasoned politician. But there’s an
expression commonly heard down east about ‘what
lies beneath the black water swirlin’ which should
give pause to a few folks scratching their heads in
wonderment over her sudden change of heart.

ATTN: All NC Gubernatorial
Candidates...You Are Each

Officially On Notice

Now that the Governor’s seat will be up for
election this November and it’s a free-for-all
on the Democrats side as to who will champion
the party, I just want to take this brief
opportunity to inform those who throw their hat
into the ring that if you are on the wrong side of
proper real estate development, financial
integrity, protecting
your constituents’
rights and property
values, environmental
justice, and doing
your job to lead North
Carolina out of the
bottom of the
recession barrel, then I will be personally
throwing THIS flag down on your desk.

This notice serves all running under any party
ticket simply because all politicians are suspect
in their ultimate agenda for wanting to serve.

Dale Swiggett

I have no love nor respect for anyone who blows
an opportunity to try and correct serious wrongs
for all North Carolinians.

Go back to New Bern, Bev. It’s sinking, ya’ know,
partially due to you (just days after taking office)
signing off on PCS Phosphate’s permit via DENR
requesting an increase of several more million
gallons per day of freshwater from the Castle Hayne
and Pee Dee Aquifers for their mining operations.

Yeah, you are a miner’s daughter for sure, ma’m.
Dale

Word That
Was Heard...

“Swiggett is crazy, just
like Mel Gibson in that
movie called Conspiracy
Theory, but damned if he
isn’t right.”

Follow Waterfront Sportsman
on our blog site....

http://waterfrontsportsman.wordpress.com/about/

and also find us on Facebook
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A documentary about the historic
water contamination at Camp Lejeune
will not be part of the Academy Awards
ceremony next month.

“Semper Fi: Always Faithful” had
made the short list of 15 documentary
features being considered for an Oscar,
but the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences did not include it among
the list of five nominees.

The film has received many awards,
including “Best Editing - Documentary”
at Tribeca 2011. It tracks the evolution
of Marine veteran Jerry Ensminger into
an environmentalist after the death of his
young daughter, Janey, from leukemia in
1985. Ensminger, a former drill instruc-
tor from White Lake, helped uncover details about the
extent of contamination that poisoned the drinking water
at Camp Lejeune for
decades.

A million people are
believed to have been
exposed to the water.
The poisons are the sus-
pected causes of many
illnesses that residents
suffered.

- cited The News &
Observer

Editor’s Note.....of gratitude to Mr. Jerry
Ensminger for his unrelenting personal battle to
bring attention to the toxic water problems that
have plagued Camp Lejeune for several decades.
Our hearts go out to all our service men and
women, as well as their families and other civil-
ians, who passed through NC’s military base and
suffer from toxic water exposure. We salute all of
our nation’s military who put it all on the line for
ensuring our freedom so many take for granted.

Film Documentary
on Camp Lejeune’s
Toxic Water

Marine veteran
Jerry Ensminger in DC

Please visit
The Few, The Proud, The Forgotten

website for more info on Camp Lejeune
and toxic water issues.

Also, find them on Facebook.
http://www.tftptf.com/

Q:
A:

Who funds Waterfront
Sportsman & the EIC?
No one...meaning we
aren’t beholden to any-
one & no one ‘owns’ us
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NC’s Express Permitting Drive Thru’ Window
That expression of ‘third time is a charm’ must

hold some truth to it. For years, I’ve been pounding
the pavement visiting various public officials in
different capacities trying to bring attention to all
the problems I had run into regarding real estate
development, water/sewer infrastructures and
monopolies, and the malfeasance I saw all along my
travels.

I was raised by a set of parents who used to tell
me and my siblings that ‘the squeaky wheel gets the
grease’ in hopes that we would take that old country
expression to heart in everything we set out to
accomplish in our lives. That quaint phrase paired
with ‘never, ever give up’ have been part of what has
kept me in the fight for justice, not just for myself
personally but for all taxpayers.

Thanks goes out to the NC Auditor’s team for
looking into this matter finally.

Dale

RALEIGH --
The speed of the state's environmental permitting pro-

cess is hard to calculate, but regulators appear to be miss-
ing their completion goals, according to an audit released
last week.

Environment Secretary Dee Freeman criticized the per-
formance review by State Auditor Beth Wood's office,
saying in an official response that the auditors failed to
understand how permitting processes differ and miscal-
culated permit processing time under state law.

The Department of Environment and Natural Resources
oversees processing applications for more than 130 types
of permits. The agency has also offered express permit-

ting since 2005 as a way to reduce permit backlogs and
assist job-creating projects. In those, applicants agree to
pay higher fees to have reviews fast-tracked in six cat-
egories, including for storm water and coastal develop-
ment, the audit said.

Under the auditor's calculations, four of the six permit
types processed under both the standard and express
options failed to meet established completion target times
at least 80 percent of the time during the 2009-10 fiscal
year.

But under DENR's calculations, only one of the six types
missed the target at least 80 percent of the time under
standard permitting and two of the six types under ex-
press permitting, the audit said.

Wood's auditors reviewed the six express categories
and a sampling of applications and said it was difficult to
make conclusions about the pace because they contained
errors and that procedures were lacking to ensure elec-
tronic processing data were accurate.

"We cannot provide reasonable assurance about the
timeliness of permits processed under the express or stan-
dard options," the audit read. Processing times calculated
by DENR and the auditors were different because DENR
does not account for delays caused by regulators seeking

In our experience, things appearing in cyberspace often times
seem to ‘disappear’ suddenly. We have included the full article
here so that people can read for themselves.

DENR Permitting Processes cont. pg 8

There are cases where certain express permits were granted
for projects that had little or no merit whatsoever but for
whatever reasons were granted which resulted in less than
desirable results for all.
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Remember the WFS Story
‘A Tale of Two Golf Pros’?
Here’s the Story of Two
Law Suits

Some people have said it was inevitable that I
would be hauled into court over something I said or
wrote. And then again there were some people who
also said that I would never be sued
simply because the risk of who I
would end up deposing would be so
great that no one would want to see
or hear all the dirty laundry coming
down the shoot for fear of how
many would be caught up in the
middle of unsavory heap.

A few years ago, all I wanted was
to go back to being a business
person and went back to my old golf
club community to mull over the
idea of locating a WFS Inn in
Swepsonville, NC. What I came
away with was more skat (I am trying
to clean up my vocab a bit as a New
Year’s resolution) covering the
bottom of my shoes since I had
unknowingly Forest Gump’ed up
into yet another  situation that
involved real estate, water/sewer
issues, and corruption.

I wrote the truth and have the
documentation to prove it (and so
do quite a few other folks). I’ve
personally met with people who have lost out in
several ways regarding their investments made at
my old country club neighborhood. And to this day,
a person can drive through and still see a big ugly
hole in the ground where the swimming pool once
was, the tennis courts gone, and the golf course in
disarray.

The truth that I discovered after digging through
mounds of public documents, maps, plats, and
talking with some of the last investors who got
duped included bankruptcy fraud, bank fraud, title
insurance fraud, mail fraud, and then it boiled down
to a sewer issue.  For disclosing the truth, I ended
up in Federal Court in downtown Raleigh by a high
price defense attorney, which did not make any sense

This article appeared in the April 2010
edition of WFS and as a result, Dale Swiggett
was sued by ex-PGA President Will Mann for
libel and slander. The result was someone
made a serious tactical error by opening
Pandora’s Box which allowed the Redneck
Environmentalist to take Pandora’s Box and
chunk it in the middle of high speed traffic
on I-40/I-85.

to me or other people who were familiar with the
issues I had shed light upon. A few people had told
me that what was happening appeared to be a
complete smear campaign to discredit me in order
to shut me down, something I know to be true since
this is a common tactic.

What I consider to be a frivolous libel/slander law suit
was filed by Mr. James Craven (best known for his
representation of ex Durham DA Mike Nifong and

convicted ex NC Speaker of the
House Jim Black) for Will Mann, ex
President of the PGA, who now lives
in SC. I decided that since I had the
facts and truth, I would represent
myself in Federal court and currently
have a trial date in scheduled in May.
Due to some health serious issues, I
decided that it would be prudent to
file as much documentation on many
of the issues I have covered as a
member of the alternative media as a
matter of public record in the event I
suffered another major stroke or
worse.

I like to say that I connect
seemingly unrelated dots but always
dig deeper to discover the truth and
found some very interesting ones
connected to my old country club
community. One being that there
appeared to be a Strategic Lawsuit
Against Public Participation suit
(more commonly referred to as a
SLAPP suit) filed by Brooks Pierce
law firm in Greensboro on behalf of

my old country club’s original developer, George Bason,
Phyllis Ford and many other homeowners suing Will Mann,
some of the last investors to come in, several banks and
the Town of Swepsonville. What I found to be most
interesting is who was NOT named as a defendant yet
should have been the most obvious....Franz Holt, engineer
for Alley Williams Carmen King. I then came to the
conclusion that the libel/slander suit filed against me was
an attempt to cover up all of the bank, bankruptcy, mail
fraud and violations of the RICO Act.

Or was it?
Hitting the Pause button on my story at this point for

those folks who don’t know already, I had two real estate
projects with great potential located in Pamlico County

Two Law Suits cont. next pg
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Two Law Suits continued _________________
yet halted all work due to $12,500 impact fees which sent
me on a quest to find out what on earth warranted such an
outrageous figure. One discovery led to another which
eventually led to another and before I knew it, I kept
coming up with a common denominator which was NC
DENR’s permitting processes. During this time period, I
learned more about the causes and adverse effects of
subsidence. Due to this one fact alone, it was fairly obvious
to me that my Pamlico County projects would never come
to fruition because I could not in good conscious keep
going if the land was sinking.

Last year, I decided to file suit against PCS Phosphate.
Interestingly enough, the same law firm that represented
the plaintiff-appellants of Ford vs. Mann just happened to
also represent PCS Phosphate. So as it currently stands,
I have two law suits. And there are some very interesting
connections.

What had happened to my old neighborhood was not
unique by any means and there are many other examples
not just in NC but across the US. As it turned out, I had
suspected that there was much more at play here than
meets the eye.

As it turns out, news recently came out that Bernie
Madoff had been using $20 billion worth of investor funds
as a hedge fund of 10-20% to acquire unsecured loans
from foreign banks such as $3.45 billion dollars from
Deutsche  Bank along with Lehman Brothers. The mention
of Will Mann, pro golfers and sports stars endorsing golf
courses, waterfront developments and mountain resorts
hid billions in losses of the big bankers making loans based
only on their fees seemed to be the core of the meltdown
of a much bigger picture of foreclosures.

I daresay it would be very interesting to compare losses
attributed to greedy individuals all up-n-down the gravy
train from all the pie-in-the-sky development projects that
went awry versus the no-doc and ARM loans made to
individual home buyers.

As a whistleblower and a Qi Tam Relator who reverse
engineered the processes enabling so much wrongdoing,
my first objective is to stay focused (admittedly hard to
do considering the way my brain works), expose as many
issues and people as possible who have harmed people,
their property and their financial well-being.

Thousands of Baby Boomers’ with broken dreams of
living on a golf course either have already or are currently
faced with foreclosure and/or false appraisals just like
Florida, Nevada, and California residents. The water game
of creating what I and others consider an artificial water
shortage that required a mandated water reduction of 25%
effectively allowed a very questionable deal between PCS
Phosphate and Eagle Water that might have just backfired.
In years past, as many golf courses were experiencing
major problems watering their greens, restaurants were
requiring their staff not serve the customary glass of water
before taking orders and motels were noticing their
customers that laundry service was being impacted.

When the mandates were announced of a 25%
reduction being put in place and a near future reduction of
75% going in effect soon based upon the increase of the
amount of demand due to the projected increase in
population, Waterfront Sportsman and the Environment
Investigation Coalition threw the bull $hit flag down as
proven data confirms that this is about allowing the PCS
Mine to continue dewatering the Castle Hayne and Pee
Dee Aquifers at a rate of many millions of gallons of water
a day, thus creating a
monopoly on water.
Subsidence (sinking of
land) has been documented
and reported east of I-95
all down the East Coast.
Continued dewatering is
destroying farm land and waterfront properties which
depend on the travel and tourism, as well as property values
of primary and secondary homes.

I’m an entrepreneur through-n-through but believe
that greed has ruined capitalism. And
that is why I continue to fight, for me and
everyone else.

Dale

Mann v. Swiggett    5:10-CV 172-D2
Swiggett v. PCS Phosphate

4:11-CV-00169

To read about both law suits on
NC’s PACER system...
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DENR Permitting Processes  continued _____

additional information before performing their review, the
audit said.

The target completion date to review permits under the
standard procedure can be as high as 150 days, depend-
ing on the permit. Express permit targets are mostly 30
days, although some are as quick as three days.

Freeman said the department is following state law,
which directs the agency to "track time required to pro-
cess each complete environmental application." That time
frame should not include the time waiting for additional
information before a comprehensive review can be per-
formed, he said.

The audit fails to clearly state that the express permit-
ting program is meeting the legislature's mandated objec-

tives to complete the process more quickly than the stan-
dard process, Freeman said.

Wood's audit recommended DENR establish proce-
dures to ensure information is properly recorded and per-
mit processing times are calculated uniformly.

While improvements can be made, "I regret that the
countless hours of limited DENR staff resources, expended
over more than a year to provide information for this re-
port, did not lead to well-grounded conclusions that we
could use to improve our programs," Freeman wrote.

Wood's office took the unusual step of responding in
writing to Freeman's response, saying the inaccurate and
incomplete permit tracking data still provide some indica-
tion of the speed in which regulators are reviewing appli-
cations.

Water Wars continued ____________________

abundance of flowing water, many textile
companies located their operations on NC
waterways. Of course, businesses operating
anywhere translates to jobs but then the textile
industry changed dramatically with the introduction
of certain technologies and then US policies like
NAFTA killed off the industry taking away those
jobs.

Another factor whacking out the delicate
balancing act with our water availability is explosive
population growth. As I mentioned earlier, it’s a
numbers game and numbers don’t lie unless there’s
fuzzy math involved.

And there in lies the rub, people.
Out in the western part of the US, water rights

have been a historical point of contention (and that’s
putting it nicely). Looks like the water war has
landed right in our backyard.

Dale

PCS Phosphate mining operation is
located in Aurora, NC (Beaufort
County). When this particular mining
operation started up in the early 1960’s,
it was a Texas Gulf asset but later sold
to Potash, a Canadian company.
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Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader?

Interesting Commission on Engineering &
Technical Systems (CETS) report....

“Mitigating Losses from Land Subsidence in the U.S.”
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=1796&page=3

One of our researchers uncovered this report published in 1991 and
thought it was very odd that NC’s coast was not cited or referenced.
Given that this particular report was published in 1991 and that the
phosphate mining operation in Aurora, NC has been in existence since
the early ‘60s, it just struck us as strange but then again that’s just par for
the course when it comes to certain things that make us go ‘hmmmm.’

Did you know that the Castle
Hayne Aquifer runs from

Wilmington, NC all the way up
to Wilmington, DE?
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Why Did Category 1 Hurricane Irene
Do So Much Damage?

http://thinkprogress.org/green/2011/08/26/305265/
how-global-warming-is-making-hurricane-irene-worse/

“Sea Level Rise. Greenhouse pollution is
causing the world’s oceans to rise, both be-
cause of warming of the ocean water and
because of the melting of Greenland and
Antarctica. Sea levels have been rapidly rising
along the East Coast of the United States.
Because of a combination of the global sea
level rise and because of subsidence,
Boston’s relative sea level has increased 11.8
inches since 1990, and sea level at Norfolk,
VA has steadily risen 14.5 inches over the
past 80 years. The one-foot rise in sea level
means that damage from Hurricane Irene’s
storm surge will be about 50 percent greater
than it would have been otherwise.”

This text is taken directly from the above website. There are two
sides to the controversial issue of Global Warming or Global
Climate Change but it does not change the fact that mankind
does adversely impact our natural environment.

Ask the people who live and
work all along our coastline their
thoughts about the question I
have asked here and there will
be a common thread in a lot of the responses.

The day after Irene swept through NC, I
immediately drove down to stay several days driving
through the Inner Banks talking with folks. A lot of
the old timers who were born-n-raised on our Inner
Banks (as well as those who have lived near our
shorelines for the past few decades) all said
basically the same thing.

And it all boiled down to how they had weathered
much worse storms than Irene but had never
experienced the devastating damage they had to now
deal with after Irene blew through.

It literally broke my heart to see the damage
firsthand and talk to people who lost everything. My
deepest fear had materialized.

Dale
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The Irony of It All
Nearly all of North Carolinian residents know

that the Democrat National Party is bringing their
convention to Charlotte, NC later this year as the
Presidential election process begins. This is
wonderful news
for businesses in
the Queen city
because of all the
revenue that
comes with the
p o l i t i c a l
machine. But it is
of little or no
consequence to
those who have
become the
victims of the
downward spiral
that has ensnared
so many across
the nation.

Those of us
who even slightly
follow American
politics realize all too well that North Carolina will
be a fierce battleground for both parties. Americans
are just about fed up over who they voted into office
and got the short end of the stick so to speak.
Taxpayers continue to see partisan politics trumping
the common sense of working together in a
compromise that would go a long way towards
rebuilding our country. Voters are disgusted to see
their elected officials putting their self interests

first and foremost while casting their votes on
legislation that ultimately ends up heaping more
taxes on us all.

After dedicating the last several years of my life
to exposing the Gordian Knot of political
corruption, big business buying into the ‘pay-2-play’

system, and the
d i s a s t r o u s
results that
wreak havoc
upon our
environment and
n a t u r a l
resources, I was
shocked to hear
the news that
P r e s i d e n t
Obama would be
giving his
a c c e p t a n c e
speech at Bank
of America
f o o t b a l l
stadium.

I understand
that it was a matter of logistics and that the BOA
Stadium fit the bill to seat all of the thousands of
people but it really made me think that politicos
and their Spinmeisters are truly out of touch with
the rest of the nation.

Rest assured, the homeless will be shuffled out
of sight from DNP Convention attendees’ view. I
just have to wonder how many of the people down
on their luck will be victims of BOA’s robo signing
foreclosure rodeo.

Dale

Greed, avarice and hubris knows no party
lines, no religion, nor creed.

Give me control of a nation's money
and I care not who makes her laws.

Mayer Amschel Rothschild
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History ALWAYS Repeats
Itself & Man is So Stupid

Supposedly mankind is the ‘superior’ species but
that can’t be true due to the fact that we never seem
to learn from our mistakes. We are doomed to keep
repeating them because we often times think that
we are ‘smarter than the game.’

One of our WFS staffers predicted four years
ago that a huge uprising would happen, not just
across the Big Ponds but right here in the US. We
watched the Arab Spring/Summer uprisings and this
particular staffer said that this phenom would spread
all across the world. The only problem was that
surely different groups would try to secretly hijack
the Occupy Wall Street Movement for their own
purposes and gain, for good AND bad.

A lot of people have said some really nasty things
about this movement but those people fail to realize
that every single protestor turned out to voice their
own personal issue(s). These are not just some dirty
hippies, entitlement whiners, etc but are people from
all walks of life who are just fed up with the whole
greed gig that has sucked the life out of the People.

There are the grandparents who fear for the future
of their grandchildren and the out-of-control debt
foisted upon them. There are the teachers who are
fed up with the systematic dumbing down of
students. There are the small business owners who

get the shaft while big businesses get all of the
breaks due to the fact they have lobbyists working
for them. There are the brave military service men
and women who come back from overseas with
hardened hearts because they know that
manufactured wars make a handful of people rich.
There are even law enforcement personnel who are
conscientious objectors who secretly support the
very people they are supposed to be ‘monitoring.’

For all out there who sneer at this unorganized
and unconventional gathering of discontents,
remember this....the most dangerous person in the
world is the person with nothing left to lose.
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It’s Not Just Me!...
Others See the
Corruption, Too

One of the WFS staffers picked up on
these news stories last fall and quickly
alerted everyone to watch for further
developments. Of course, nothing else
came out in the news but we are still
following these stories.

Interestingly enough, one of the WFS
crew used to work for Jefferson County
in Alabama, saw the handwriting on the
wall once they witnessed firsthand the
shenanigans with water and sewer
infrastructure works and left to come
work in NC only to quickly realized it
was the same ol’ story.

How MANY municipalities must
suffer bankruptcy due to greed, avarice
and hubris?! It’s not just me who sees
what is happening around the country.

Dale

Spied...
...One of the WFS staffers

received a great email that was one
of those cute things that gets
forwarded around to friends. The
subject header was ‘Men Who Lack

Female Supervision,’ so maybe a few of our loyal
readers have also gotten this email. This particular
photo just made us laugh because several of us know
someone just like this guy. He’s definitely a Git-R-
Done type of hunter.
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YouTube.com
...America’s first unofficial ‘Tea Party’ event in Edenton, NC...

As far as we can tell, it appears that Waterfront Sportsman & the Environmental Investigation
Coalition started the trend of the Tea Party movement.

search:   w a t e r f r o n t  s p o r t s m a n

The first week of January 2008, we were asked by
leaders in Edenton, NC to come talk about how the is-
sues of political corruption, real estate development Ponzi
schemes, impacts on water and sewer infrastructures, and
environmental injustices adversely impact all people in
North Carolina.

A bipartisan crowd showed up, along with members
of the press, to hear not just Dale Swiggett’s story but of
other speakers who spoke about how all of these issues
are interrelated.

There are 9 segments of 7 different speakers present-
ing information to this crowd in Edenton. A lot has tran-
spired since our speaking engagement four years ago and
we believe that there is a lot more that needs to happen in
order to start the REAL economical and environmental
recovery process.

George Sand was quoted once, “No one makes a
revolution by himself; and there are some revolutions
which humanity accomplishes without quite knowing how,
because it is everybody who takes them in hand.”
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Our Legislation Cary Sponsored
HB1567   “Tax Credit for Innovative
Stormwater Controls”

HB1170   “Study Land Application of Septage
& Sludge”

HB1218   “No Sludge Applied on Certain
Public Spaces”

Remembering
Rep. Cary Allred

When everyone at Waterfront Sportsman,
members of the Environmental Investigation
Coalition and other collaborators got the word that
former NC Representative Cary Allred was having
health issues, Cary died on December 10. We were
all saddened to hear that our former champion of
creative environmental legislation had passed away.

Dale personally contacted Cary’s family to pass
along his condolences since he’s known them for
so long. It hurt deeply that Dale felt that he could
not attend his wake or funeral for fear of drawing
attention away from honoring such a courageous and
kindred soul.

Former NC Senator Hugh Webster was quoted
upon hearing the sad news of his colleague, ‘if he
ran for office today, he’d be elected.’ Indeed, those
who supported Cary knew that he was not like most
politicians and actually fought for his constituents
despite efforts to draw him to the dark side of
politics.

Cary will be missed by so very many people. Our
sympathies and condolences go to the Allred family.

Uranium Mining in
Virginia & NC?

A few years ago, one of my development partners
who lives in Rockingham County called me to tell
me that our plans to put a WFS Inn/Lodge at Smith
Mountain Lake in Virginia was in serious jeopardy.
Not because of the spiraling downturn of the
financial implosion affecting real estate
development but specifically due to the fact that
Virginia Uranium Inc. (VUI) was making a big push
to pull yellow cake out of what had been determined
to be one of the US’s largest deposits of uranium.

Immediately I understood why my good friend
called me since the problem would center around
water availability and quality issues. How much
water would be needed for this mining operation
and how would it affect not ground water levels?
More importantly, how would mill tailings affect
those downstream? NC headwaters come out of
Virginia, so several river basins would be impacted.

On Labor Day weekend I went up to Smith
Mountain Dock & Lodge Marina to start raising
public awareness of lake property owners and
tourists. Nearly everyone we talked to had no idea
that there was Uranium in Virginia, much less that
there was a push to mine in the area.

That is when Karen Maute in Danville joined the
Environmental Investigation Coalition because she
understood what kind of fight she and others in
Virginia were in store for against the powers-that-
be who have blinders on as to short term gain versus
long term consequences.

Fast forward to today and the grass roots
movements up in Virginia have joined together to
put up the best fight possible to stop this project.
Even public officials and residents in Virginia Beach
are screaming at the top of their lungs, “WTH?! Lake
Gaston is our drinking water!”

Consider this, folks....that huge deposit does not
stop at the VA/NC state line. It extends way south
into NC. My friend and colleague researched NC
public records, immediately became suspicious at
what he found and knew that back door deals were
most surely taking place.

That’s how it’s done, people. Will VUI win?
Stay tuned, folks. I’m not done with fighting this

particular issue.
Dale
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an active voice for everyone
who enjoys the water

PO Box 578, Rolesville, NC 27571

336.340.6299, Dale Swiggett

water.warrior8@gmail.com

www.DaleSwiggett.com

WFS’s Book
Review

In all the past editions of
Waterfront Sportsman, we
never introduced a column
dedicated to reviewing any
books that staffers and anyone in
our extended network of
colleagues have read. Here is
one that is very relevant to the
issues that our magazine covers.

Henry Scammell follows
several different Qi Tam
Whistleblowers’ stories about
attempting to do the right thing
and paints a broad picture of the
pain and suffering each Relator
experiences while waiting long
and excruciatingly painful years
for the Feds to act upon

knowledge and information
provided by them to prove
their cases.

These courageous and
brave people risk so much
and cite their primary
motives as trying to be
ethically and fiscally
responsible in their
e m p l o y m e n t
capacities, even if it
takes down bosses, C

suite teams, board of directors,
etc. Since there are federal as well as individual
states’ False Claim laws which provide a 4x4 to be
wielded as a club to claw back funds. Qi Tam
Whistleblowers do receive a percentage of whatever
can be recovered. See screen capture to the right of
this article appearing in The News & Observer about
how much has already been recovered due to
Whistleblowers coming forward.

In our country’s current status of being worse than
broke, this could be a huge trend on the upswing.
What we see emerging could be the launch of
‘bounty hunters’ who are in it for themselves as well
as being a part of a creative solution to return stolen,
abused and misused taxpayer monies to the coffers.

Thank You to all the good,
honest, hard working local and

federal employees who have
helped us over the years, as well
as others who have collaborated
with us over the years. Without

you, we could not do what we do
to try and make a difference.

Waterfront
Sportsman


